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Cyber Security Awareness training
Empower your employees to protect your company's key assets

As threats develop and become more complex, even the best
security tools cannot detect all malicious software and techniques.
A well-built email with company logo, professional language and a
seemingly harmless link could be a hackers attempt to try to get
inside of your company’s IT-infrastructure. All it takes is one
employee to click on the link and activate the attack.
We cannot prevent a human mind from being curious or convinced
of the legitimacy of a message, but we can train it into more caution
when presented with common security threats.
That’s why VENZO cyber security has developed Cyber Security
Awareness training to improve security awareness among your
employees.
Our service will provide you with trained security advisors who will
train your organization to understand what a threat is(phishing
emails, ransomware), identity control and the mind of a cyber
criminal – by using targeted campaigns, training tools and providing
assessment to management.

Our Cyber Security Awareness Training combines
campaigns with training and assessments into the Yearly
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Key Benefits
Create security awareness
Teach common language &
trigger good security practice
among your employees.

Train your employees
to understand the mind of a
hacker and their approach.

Heighten security awareness
to build better protection of key
assets.

Help mitigate one of the
highest security risks
Security awareness can
help you mitigate one of
the highest security risks –
which is people behavior.
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Gain visibility
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employees

•

Get insight in mind of a hacker.

•

Learn about current threats like
phishing and CEO fraud.

of how to improve your
current security measures.

“Technology and

good processes can
do a lot to prevent
•
Benefit from best password practices.
security breaches.
•
Get a practicable walkthrough on
But people are still
secure internet behavior.
our last line of
•
And more activities, tailored to your
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organization’s needs.
defense.”

